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-Investigators and theorists lave not focused hard enough, long enough,
nor carefully enough on the small and mundane as well as the' large and
important issues and problems necessary for idealistic practit4oners
to .tarry, out their dreams. (Smith and Keith, 1971, p. vi):

Participatory decision making is a method of group functioning purported
b

to be effective in addressing °gra) or organizational problems. Participatory
/

groups differ yin
r'

their organization and procedures from the more typical'
/

hierarchical, chairperson led gr6up in three ways: Superordinates and sub-

ordjnates:work together as equals rather than in .a hierarchical arrangement.

Task leadership is Affused among the memberd rather than the sole responsibility

of a chairperson. Diecisions are generally lade through consensus rather than

.th voting or 7ferendum procedures.

The advantages of` participatory group procedures are said to be several.

IParticipatory strategies are purpotted to maximize the %elusion, input and
4

responsibility of al], members in the decision making process. The group there-

fore becomes more efficient in satisfying m),mhers personal goals (Cordon, 195:

Likert, 1961). The leadership cnnctons are diffnsed among all of the memberS,

This is said to enhance group effectiveness because elifforent leadera.emerge

depending upon e issue at hand and upon the recognized competencies of the

participants (Argyris, 1964; Gibb, 1965; Horowitz and Perlmuter, 1970). Full and

free communication take place between membeldOwitho>it regard to ascribed rank

(Bennis and Slater, 1968; Leavitt, 1972). Partiolpatory strategies are said to
.

be particulakrly effective in groups,where the task goals are unstructured and

Where the goal of the groupijs,innovation or creative problem solVing (Bragg and

Andrews, 1973; FUllan,197kGoodlad, Klein and Associates, 1970). Membc!rs of
-1,

participatory groups are also thought more likely to be committed to the decisions

made by the group and to the implementation of the products which emerge as a



result. of the group'sefforts because they hive had input into the.solution-(Lati,

.

. . ( 4
. ,

-
.

.

anCKahn, 1966; Teldnenbaum, 1966; Thompson, 1969). L.

...,
,,

Inrdepth studies of natural task groups usillik:ISarticiPatOry style'of worlo-1 r
,

ing are few.
1

,ThEprefore, Prior tddurging. the.adoption of participatory decisiod.

'making it would be wise to consider the problems groups and organizations may.

'encounter in their' attempts both to. implement participatory decision making
ff

5) ''
cedures and to accoidp3.ish .a task utilizing this process. The remainder, ofthip4

article will address these' problems by reporting on a case study of one Afork group

which attempted to'use participatory decision making procedures and which
r -.4'

to reach its objectives usAy these group processes.

Background

Concerned about evaluating children's affective growth' in.openClOthrooma,

eight educators in a large metropolitan area agreed to meetregularly'after

school hours to develop an instrument to assess affective growth .in children.

The five teachers and three administrators who formed what will be called the

Open Education Evaluation Group. (OFEG) where drawn from five local elementary

schools and shared an interest in open education. In their deliberations the

group members adopted participatory group procedures: the members did not

designate a chairperson; decisions were generally made through consensus; it,

, was hoped each member would have. an equal voice in ciding matters' which came

.before the group.

Several conditions seemed likely to facilitate the group's work. Rather /

than having its objectives and procedures prescribed-by other lArsons, the

speicific task and the process4 the group would employ in attempeng to

accomplish the task were to be cleaned by .the OEEG members. Based,on the

e
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principle that people tend to support what they create, it was assumed the group
ti

members would be.committed.:to their work in the group. The members agreed to give--
thep*'Meeting timea'a high priority. They were willing to 'miss other meetings

, ': i'.
: )

.'to attend, OEBGses9ons
Adequate financial resources were available to the group.

\*
....

,;The p*jecti,had been'funded by ;a $560 foundation grant.. 'bile money was to be
.

.

. used ia(purchase materiels,
to provide honoraria and expenses for outside con- '

sultants who would help 'the iroUPOithlthe more technical aspects of Instrument
Ail

elopMent and to pay the travel and 1,odginge*penses of the members for retreats
4

-----.trfpA they might choose to take in pursuit of the group's objectives. And,

1finally, the rOup was composed.of individuals who had..extensive training in ethics-
tion. All the members held Mister's degrees or were working on one. Two' members
had learned doctorates. In sum, the group seemed to operate under

fayortbie condi-
.

(\ 1
tions:. the group's product and procedures were to be selected by the members;
the participants were committed to devoting,tim% to their work; they were wep

/ funded; and they had extensive
grdduate training'm education.

1

The members' efforts to develop an instrument were observed dring wentv-4
four meetings held over the course of fifteen months, During this time the Open

Education Evaluation GroUp failed to develop a finished product. Between SepteAber,
.

when the group first convene and January, the group members struggled to define
their task. WA two day retreat- in January the metabers decided to deYelop an

instrument to assess responsibility in children in open and, conventional classrooms..

'By the beginning of March they had developed a partial
checklistAnstrument. In

April and May they tried to write an article based on their work. During a meeting
in mid -May they developed an in-service game on resp4sibility which, in the\words

of themembers,"bombed" in a pilot test of this product.
,

Followinh s r?break,
the group met with an outside consultant and dec,

t

ded to begin observing children's
ic

0
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behaviors in ,ClassrObM settings. In,short,:between'September and December of
11the following thegroul; developed no' finished product: neither a chet14ist

instrument, inservice,game, article's a product derived'from Classroom observow-

'Hourg..of effort resulted 'in nb tangible outcome. The remainder of this

article Suggests some of the reasons for this failure.

Methodology.

.v.
.

.The principal investigator assumed therolt as the OEEG.'s recorder of
. .

.

a group member,. who had served in this capacity for one meeting, decided she
,;('

could not be an active'and effective contribatr,tothe gioup's discussions as

long as she assumed theSe secretarial functions., The grOup members agreed to allow

the researcher.tO'studYthe group as s'quid' pro quo for writing and distributing

the meeting minutes.. The'reseatch role AssUmed4y the investigator was that of

observer-as-participant (Go/di 1958t junicer,:196.0). In this role the observer

tefrained.frOM sny.iierb04nietchanges With the participants during thimeetings,

Having 6either a persOnal voice inCthe substantiveareas of. the discussions

a personal stake in-the otitconies of the group's work, the observer/recntder
could

,

The data for this study

'sin"

collected Using .participant observation meth-0,,

be 'said to have been 'tin" the OEEG but: not "of" the- gtoup.

Besidee observing twenty -four working meetings of the bEEd, each of the eight

group members was interviewed twice and documents pertaining to the grolip were

,collected.. The actualAproceedings of the meetings, special events And interviws
k

were recorded on a talie,recorder. The tapes were then transcribed. Supplemented

by field nates,'summsty observation notes and the collected documents, the tran:p
scripts provided a data-base which wasAs close to the'actualprOceedings of the

ADEEG as possible, barring the use-ofSeveral strategically, placed tape recorders

or video tape. cateras. In brief,evety effort Wes made to obtain a complete and
.

* accurate recOrdbeth of the activities in witch the group was .involved and of

nn.'

the group membev' attitudes'ioward these activities.
. K;.... .40

- During the analysis process all of the data were reviewed. MuchOf the
...?.:

data watt cut up and both referenced and drosEC'tpferenced i'event and conceptual
. ,

4Categoriea'. In the beginning the conceptual Categories we neither well defined
or deliMited'.. However, as the number of instances of ti *,40 of:SimilMX1evomena

wereIrrped together, concepts which referred to particular features of a phenomenon
, .

began to take shape. The incidents' which comprised a Particular category th,refore
, ... H .v.

Zr
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.

.became .the bases upon which'

.

sevgral concepts were formulated. The incidents.

.

. .

5

were continually compared with,one gnothem%to make certain they were. characteristicr-
illustrations of the same goncept,or phenomenon (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Durine,.'' ...

'the:proces6 of comparing the propeitiesof various-concepts, the,conditions'undei.

b.which'various phenomena were produced and minimized and the relatioAships between ..-

IA ip .

.

. .

va'ri'ous properties of, different phenomena beame evident. Thepnal step in --1:,' 4t

the analytical process wasAthe identification of 4potheses'and generalifttions ' i
!

.

based upon".the rel,ationahips between concepts;

Findings

The analysis of the data from the OEEG meetings and interviews suggested four

apparent reasOnsfor the group's, difficulties in successfully accomplishing the

'task using participatory decision making strategies: 1) the iimbers!neither pos-

sessed the'regnisite 541,-1119r° ncromplish the task nor did they seek the necessary

axpertiae from ontsfde souroes: '7) the members' attempts to satisfy self-oriented

napdR appear --d to int-PT-fore with thei ability to Attend to the task; 3) the

pnytiirnnts pypc.rionopei diffionitipc in using consensns deoinion making to resolve

c'ritif'n1 lee'les: 4) they war"' '11"11.1e " Prase the effeot thnt formal states differ

ences had on the members.

Competence
1 ti

Two assumptions typically motivate those who urge group problem solving by
.,..e.0,44p,

'We:4

1
Competence can be defined as having or possessing 'sufficient ability or skillsto effect a particular outcome. In other wQ1s the use of the terra competence, will

be. confined to a particular situation. When itvis suggested that a person or theOEEG as a body.Of individuals, did not possess the competence to do something, it-is
in reference to a particular task for which they did not possess suffiCient skills.'
That. is not to say that the people were incompetent. Ts refer to a person or to a
group as incompetent appears to suggest a more general notion - -the total or almosttotal lack of ability. The use of this more generalized term'would be misleading.,,

0
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Somepractitioners rather than by outside eXperts. Some authors suggest that Practi-

tioner participation in tire development o'f inno4ation1N will enhance the practitioners'

commitment to those innovations because they,are likely to support, what they have

created,(Fullan, 1972; Goodlad, Klein and 16sociates,1970;ITIE, 1973,'1975). Kelley ,

and Thibaut (1969) argue for example:

The coordinated joint action of many members. nedf-9sary to the achievementof most roup goals requires wide acceptance of.the solution and an adequate

i
understa ding of'it. If general participation in developing and planning smeans h e ghtens understanding of it and commitment to it, the group problep--)
staving process may be' more economical in the long run than one that begins
with th= most expert thought and advice: (p. 87)

-Others'who rge practitioner participation in problei solving groups seem priMarily

impelled by the belief.that persons closest to the ProbleM Are more aware of

own needs d thus are better able to develop innovations which will fulfill t

needs. C ok.and Morgan (1971) offer the following argument in support of this

claim:

It .ould be said that the amateur [practitioner] himself is really an "expert"in ertain matters--:-whether because of the learning experience of 'the particIpa-tio process or because of knowledge acquired in normal activity. . . . Toexend a venerable democratic argument, thAy [practitioners' will know wherean. why the shoe pinches ac well as what ought to be done. (p. 12)

, Author= such as Cook and Morgan appear to assume that because practitioners are
i /
close o the problem and have the desire to find a solution they also will po

, .the r quisite knowledges or will know how to obtain the necessary assistance to
44

accom lish the task. The analysis of the OEEG's'failure raises questions about

this, assumption.

g,-None of the members of the OEEG had formal training in'tests and measurement.

= The members also chose neither to review the literature on test contruction nor to

- -at-look at affective tests.de'veloped by others. They ayoided such a earch-because of

the time it would invollie and because they did not..umnt to-be ted by ther r
people's ideas. The/group members did however experience a great deal of
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,/,

fruStration in their attempts A) develop''an inetrnment-whicb woUl:diastiOs the
. .

)affective behaviors of children. .Laments such As the eolloWiny. werehear4;.

'Sometimes I think we le over our heads. We don"-'2.know WhittwaaX0 tal*ingabout. We are expertsl but not in:this field. (Teacher Al TranaCtipt5,

I don't have the expertise needed at this point . I'm not:aatatistician;Nor
I'm not .a test man..-\J know.I could throwfdOwnsome items alukiheycould all.get cleaned up later, but this is not my area. 'I don't know 'anything abqut. it; and I'm.fumbrling-around like a novice.. (Principal B, First Interview,pq 18)

The group members often stated, particularly during the interviews, that they
.

.

1

.
lacked the iequisite skills td accomplish their task. The,grOup,(however, continued
to function. Several factors suggest why they'did not abandon their work.. The

*

analysii indicates that the participants "fell into" varioushatterna of behaviOr
1

which allowed them to continue to meet without having to seriously address the

competence question.

Abstract Discussions, Ono way in wall' the members seemed ie memers seeme to avoid hying to,;face

the issue of competence wns by keeping the d sc,Issions d ring their meetings at an
abstract level. The analysis suggests that the more concrete the discussions4

became, the more likely the members were to have to confront their inade cies.

Therefore, when,discuasions appreiched the concrete level, there appeared to be
ti

pressures to returno an abstract discussion of the group's work. The roup".

geneially began by some facet of the task at an abstract level. When

the time came'foT the members to operationa
9

ize their concepts, their conversation
dr

frequently returned to a more abstract or philosophical aspect of a different topic,
. . %Often one which was only tangentially related to the origi 1 topiL, TWo group

members spoke of this phenomenon: u
,

4

This group is not getting down to the concrete on anything. We are philosophiz-ing . . . The first two or three months it waaalmost imperative that wehave this philosophical going,,Back and forth to get a purpose generated. AndI in no way suggest that we ate ready t:come up with atotal'Instrumelit totake out anditest, but I do feel very strongly that we are going to hae to atleast start being more'concrete. (Teacher C, Transtript 2/5, p.2 1)

9
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,

This group is good philosophically and. there are.
.

some of us whoare
-..

better
than others in rambling to nvand m&king ourown points :the group ,;

andlieing dramatic about t. ut that doesn't help to produce an:artifact
,:) .

,in
..71.,..:0.....,

r.

[an
A
instrument]. (Principal 8, First Interview, pp. 11-12)..',. '

yJ

ft

+

,

Abandoning Projects. This same phen menona reticence or inability to tgo frOm!.'

theabstract to the concrete - -can be 'seen in a second practice of the group.' On ,c

'three different occasions between April and November the - members madedb4antial

progress on a particular, project. However, rather than'see that project thrdugh

..,

to completion, the participants, essentially abandoned their work and began a neti,
..,

4?.- 9.It seemed that as they attempted to 'move from.the abstra tl o the
*,..VP

cari,-,'

.../

trete, meMb,ors encountered problems with which they were not
r

project

Rathe

9 otent-= tO.aea

o. ..' .;'

The
V°.

t
than confront their, inadequacies theymoved on to another-project. '...

, :, a
.

funding agency noted this problem in thelerdrusa3 to fund the group,for'a.
.

V

year. One group member summarized the board members' concern:

Some of the people [on the Executive Board of the funding agency] donut feel
that the OEEG produced what it should have ,Produced 1Rst year.: The analog';
they used was that we had gotten4to the one yard line with two of the proiectW
and now we-are proposing toga ba1tk to the fifty yarn .line and. ch4pRo
whole game plan. (Teacher C, Transcript 11/B, p. 41

Unwillingnea to confront inshilities appeared to result in several changes in thP%

ft
igroup's "game plan." Such a pat ern enabledthe members to continue their asSonia-

tions as a grOiip. The pattern had, however, obvious dysfunction-for task accomplish-'

mekint.

'Task Avoidance. The most obvious.way,in.wfich the members of the OEEG Avoided the.

° ,

0

----question of the group's competence was by avoiding work on .the task altogether. the

1

-V 1A'

clearest illustration of this behavior could be seen during the twfA meetings which
4

followed a two day Jan ai-y Durin the _retreat the members had come to

\,...several agreements about the group's &irec ion and goals. The membera yolced op

mistit feelings%,, thay these 'decisio ns would facilitate their progress on the tastask k
. 6 , --

over the next few ww-ks. Howeversthey spent the two meetings following the;retreat
*

.

. e .
.

.



talking abou eveis which were happening in their schools and about other issues
. which were o y tangentially related to.the task.. 'One of the teacher members of

.

the group speculates about why the 'AEG experienced difficulty in attending to the.
.

after the r.Ttreat:
.

f.

-Maybe we had a basic approach avoidance conflict. You know, I think.;we'*ereso close. We ,were really approaching getting somewhere. But .we WereYalko".approaching the point of Saying :!we're really going to have somethineOr
'no'we really cae*tpak this together at all, and we are going to 1-we:nothing.I don't know there was some fear of that that kept us from maybes goingquite . pushing as hard as we could so we would go right over the(Interviewer: Are you saying maybe that the group was worried that titherit had to produce or that it wouldn't. be able to produce And,that maybe itwas afraid Of finding out that it could't do it?) Yeah, I think that is part

' .

6f.it; (Teacher E, First Interview, p. 9)'.

'4 )S
9 d'..$)

elp of practitioners suggest that innovations developed by such groups will 1:1e imple-I'
..--,

.

m-ented with greater ease because the participants will better understand d be.;'.'

,

, mOremmIlted to innoytions they helped to create. Those vihd singes the inolve-
),lt t3

f
. .

;u:i: :ment.o.C.lOcally based practitioners assume that toe practitioners "w know where .
':

andtind w4, the shoe pinches as well 80 what ought to be done." This ssumption may''.
,

0 ', ... . ,..: .

.:130 correct,injame cases; however, one cannot always assume that owledge of the,
, ;, ,,;,.,i,,

In summary, many researchers who state a preference ,for task groups composed

°pinching shoe'indicates thaPthere is expertise within the group deal with it.
. ....Nor can it be assumed that the members will/face such inabilities. openly. -Various

patternb of behavior a group may blind the'participants
from considering limited

Competencies as a problem.

Self-Oriented Needs, tr"

Th# analysisvof the °EEG data suggests that the grOup's failure was a multi-

faceted phenomenon. Some Of_thways in which the Members avoided confronting the

competence question have been suggested._ The queStion remains, howeVer, why the1 C
. .

group. members wanted to continUe.meeting if the group did not;-seem to be accomplishing,

I
. 1.



anything* This' que

,;negative outcomes

.,'," .' Some of "the

their task appear
.

'9 ientedneeds,'

sde of the gro

10

\
tion rads to a dascussion of the second factor which had

. .

or task accomplishment--the influence of self-oriented,needs.

fficulties the members of the OEEG experienced in accomplishing

d to stem from the 6mbers' attempts tQ satisfy their more
.

articularly their needs for status and esteemboth'within*d aut-
.

p and their needs for affiliation.' In)this presentation our atten-

,t4on'will be confined to a discussion of thehypotheaiied effect of-the need fi7r

'affiliation. A discussion 'of the effect of the other two self-oriented needs can
I

be found in another source (Wood, 1977)..

'The creation of an instrument to, assess affective deVeloliment in children was

the ostensive reason why the group' member's met. There was', however, evidence that

a prejailing desire among the group
At;

may:he been-just as important, if

members for affiliation with like-minded educators

not more so, than creating an educational product.

The members themselves indicated that associating with other persons in the field of

open .education and getting to know these people played a very important. part in their

reasons for having joined and maintained their membership in the group. Enjoying the

people in the grew was not in itself a deterrent to task accomplishment, for it

could have been a positive factor. The deed for affiliation appeared, however, to

perPetuate certain behaviors which did not facilitate the grou-Vs'work on the task.

Social Orientation of the Meetings. First, during the interviews and occasionally T

difring the meetings4the members admitted that the more social aspects of their
. .

Meetings'SeeMedto irderfere with their abilityto Make,progressonsPecifying and

/accomplishing the task. Though their dscussiosfn usually revolved around some aspect.
-

. .

. ,

of the task', these dis6ussions appeared to ,represenit a "sociO. or gntationn2 rather "
.

2
Social orientation can be defined ,,,as a conversation aimed at verbalizing ideasrather than at actually residving issues, similar to the phild&Ophical conversations

held. amddgfriends when the talk about such issues as politics, education, religion
and about the ..Ultimate meaning of life).

1,,
'
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th'an a task orientation. The following seiies of statements, made at various

4imes_during the group's life, suggest .examples of the manner in which the podial

iorientation of the OEEG tended to impede the group's progress on the task:
_

, Principal C: If we started-off our meetings a little more task oriented
. .'Maybe it [this group] is just so enjoyable as a social group

that it gets .me of and I come.in kind of. .
. r

Principal B:

Principal'C:

'Principal B:

Teacher A:

Aa:

Wanting to chat with friends.

YeA, we are-just too darn amenable to each other and just enjoy
talking about school and whatever. (Transcript 1/29, p. 23)

Somehow this seems like a grbup to me, not a committee.

It's a bunch of friendsl (Transcript 4/4, pp. 1-2).

Everybody enjoyed everybody else so much socially at the retreat and that
carried over. The work didn't carry over but°the social part did . . . .
The group wasn't strictly task oriented and that did hinder uorafter the
retreat.. (Teacher E, Second Interview, pp. 9,. 24)

Avoidance of Task Work Outside the Meetings. A second behavior which appeared to

be perpetuated by a desire for affiliation was the members' tendency to avoid task

related work outside of the meetings. During the seventh session of the OEEG o

c

O

of the members suggested that each person wOrk.on the.task outside of the meeting

time and bring mimeographed copies of their ideas to the meetings. The other members

approved of this format. In practice however, the success of this plan was, by the

members' own admission, very limited. Few members completed work outside of the

group meetings.

It could be hypothesized that other obligations interferred With the members'

ability to attend to the homework assignments. All,of the participants had several

responsibilities in addition to their jobs and their work with the 0 G. Teacher A,

however, rejected this hypothesis:

I don't know.why I haven't put a lot of energy outside of this group into this
group. I don't waneto say I'm so busy I haven't had the time because I take
time for the things that matter. I'm not with this task, but I love coming-Jr
to the meetings. (Transcript 2/5, p. 8)
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A

A more likely explanation suggests that the members' did not spend much time outside
0

the meetings working on tasks relevant to the OEEG because the social aspects of

the group were missing when the work was dime outside of the meetings.' In an inter-

view Principal C-provided support for this explanation:'

.Homework never got done. The group just unspokenly faced`the fact. ind it
is possibly related that one of the-things that was holding us together was
the social part of it. Even whin we had workshops we all enjoyed each other.
Well, you can't enjoy each other when you're all ding homework. So we
weren't getting people that were doing homework. Oecond Interview, p. 32)

Avoidance of Conflict Producing Discussions. The third way in which the need for''\

_r
affiliation appeared to hinder the OEEG's progress can be seen in the members'

tendency to avoid conflict producing discussions during their meetings. A care-

ful examination of,the meeting transcripts revealed that the individuals who

comprised the OEEG held differing ideas about various aspects.of the group's task.

Thtre seemed to be a tendency for the members to sidestep a discussion of these

differences, particularly during the first several months of meetings: They tended

1/4 to view conflict as a negative and dissociative phenomenon. Because they feared

that an open expression of their differences would lessen the probability that the

group would continue, the members tended to avoid the expression of conflict. The.

N consequence of this pattern 'was that the members avoided conflict which, if resolved

successfully, would have furthered the groups work.

During the second set of interviews the OEEG members spoke of this tendency

in the.grouP:
4

I didn't want to raise a big fight with Teacher B. I didn't want to confront .
. . I'm holding, back and being polite. (Principal A. p. 14)

We may be awfully fegrfu1 of hurting anybody's feelings. We sure accept a lot
of shit'from people. We take responsibility for somebody else's feelings.

0 It is sheer stupidity, but that is what we do. .(Principal B, pp. 20, 37)

Conflict just never came out in the open with our group; bdt you see, I.ttiink
conflict is'healthy. I can't deal with this other type thing where every-
thing is all right when I know-It's not. (Teacher B, p.,57)
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I would say that the group was-controlled in a negative sense--it was nice and
polite. AI* the confidence and friendliness and trustworthiness'-of the group
does* exist. If it did exist, the hostility would come out easily. There
are dbib many underlyinglhostilities, too many unaercurrents 11Suncing back and

. forth between members.of that.group which don 't allow for trustworthiness,
concern and confidence. And as a result, they don't bring it out for fear of
.rupture. So it stays under even when they get down to critical issues . . .

They're afraid to bring out their real feelings. (Teacher D, p. 8)

The tendency of the members to avoid the expression of conflict, within their

meetings led to what might be labeled "pseudo-group'unity." The relative absence

of conflict and the presence of a general toleration for.ambiguity, equivocation

. and relatively easy accommodation led the members of the OEEG to ac+ Its if their

ideas were more in harmony on certain issues than they in fact were. 'To a degree,

the data from the OEEG meetings suggest that the members had Unconsciously agreed

not to disagree.

Briefly then, the members'.attempts to fulfill their self-oriented need for

affiliation appeared to tinder the members' ability to accomplish the task.

At times it seemed as if the members were more committed tothe "group as a group",

than to the group als a committee with.a task to accomplish. The data suggest that

the social flavor of the group meetings tended to interfere with a commitment to

task accomplishment. The members aenerally did not attend to homework Alisignments,

presumely becauSe jpey did, not enjoy working on the task if they were srparatea

t
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'0%from the other members. They tended o avoid conflict producing discussions. The

members held differing opinion's on various issues, but they tended to sidestep the

discussion of these differences particularly during the first several months.

The tendency of self-oriented needs to interfere with task accomplishment. does
O

not appear to be unique to the OEEG. One of the most dramatic parallel instances

/

of this phenomenon was recounted by Janis (1972)-4 who reported on a group in whiCh-

the affiliation motive was so strong'that the original goals of the group were

subverted. While Janis conducted research at a clinic to help people stop smoking,
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he noticed that as the.time for the'final meeting approaohed, various group members

xerted.pressure on each other to increaser rather than decrease, the number of

cigarettes they smoked. Janis observed that the group members were not. rewarded

for stopping smoking. On the contrary,,the ere chastized by the other members

for doing so: Other needs were being met through the'meetings'ehat would have

been unfUlfilled had the group eisions terminated. In both the group Janis

observed and in the ()EEG motives me

task accomplishment.

Decision Making

ght to the group appeared to impede'

Consensus decision making is a common feature of participatory groups. Con-
.

sensus has been defined as a state of affairs in which the members reach agreement

after they halie deliberated the pros and cons of an issue for a. period of time suf-

ficient to allow everyone in the group to feel that he oi'she has had a fair chance

to influence the decision (Holder, 1972; Mansbridge, 1973). The assumption'is.that

if the discussion is open enoughto allow everyone to speak, the participants will

take the opportunity. to voice their opiniond and major differences will be resolved.

Also, in a participatory group the functions typically designated to a chairperson

are distributed among the members. Two assumptions appear to lie behind the decision

not to designate a chairperson: 1) all of the participants have the ability to

perform these functions and 2) the participants will accept the' responsibility for

performing these functions. The data from the OEEG suggest that these assumptions

. 'merit examination.

Statements made during several OEEG'mpetings suggested

chose to use consensus decision making procedures 'for three

members, who had a strong commitment to group harmony, felt

that the roup members

reasons. First, the

that if all members

had input into decisions, harmony and consistent task"direction would be maintained...
ra
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Second, the .felt it was important that the participants truly "hear all perso

out" and not arrive at closure Prematurely. The members reported that in other.
7

groups of which they had been members, voting\had resulted in premature closure;

As a result, persons whose ideavehdd not been dealt with sufficiently became upset

and were unab'e to attend to other issues. Third, the.pa ipants felt it was

important that all of the members be in concert - because any product which resulted

from the group's efforts would,be widely disgemi ated ifall the concerns voice

by the group members had been resolved.

Though theparticipants were committed to using consensus as a decision making

procedure, they 'experiencedia great degree of difficulty in achaving closure through

this method. In frustration one of the group members claimed:

This group cannot get closure on anything! It can't finalize anything, even
the smallest little thing. (Principal B, Second Interview, p. 48)

An analysis of the data from the ouG meetings and interviews suggests that several

factors contributed to the-difficulties the group experienced in achieving closure

a

thrdugh consensus. Two of the most potent factors Will be discussed rei First,

the members often assumed consensus had been reached when in fact it had' no, Second,

various task holding mechanisms, which in other types of'groupeoassist the. members

in. resolving issues, were abpent from or ineffectively utilized in the OEEG.

Consensus Assumed Rather Than Obtained

You know, we're so informal we don't have to do that [have someone assume'
the function of asking if consensus exists]. At least I findOat we are
moving toward consensus lots of times without'ever beginning to*rbalize it
in the sense of diret4y verbalizing it. (Principal C, 'First IntervieW,:p. 13)

The above tration suggests the attitude held by some of th!r participants

gboUt the group use of consensus. This attitude suggests a factot,which appeared

to hinder the group's ability to resolve issues. The group members were prone to

discuss a topic for a lengthy period of time. Rather than ascertain, either forMaIly ;

-
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or informally,( whethlr there
.,

was agreement, however, the members would wove td the "f

//discussion of another topic because several. members believe a consensus had been

obtained. No systematic attempt would'be made to 1parn if the members in fact

had reached agreement. Teacher B captures this tendency in the following words:

We would think we had closure on something and then the next meeting it was
brought up anew, fresh. And all of this was very frustrating. (Transcript

9/19, p. 2)

Several factors contributed to this phenomenon. One of the mostcpersistent

was the members' use of words which had various connotations to different members..

i '°
The members tended to believe that a special type of 14emindedness existed within

the group. All of the participants were involved in open education. They believed

they were on the same "wave length." As A result, they tended to assume that the

words they used in their discussions were uniformly defined by the participants.

" notThey did not realize,'nor did they piobe to find out, that they often had conflicting

definitions for the same term.. For example, all but two of the members wanted to

create a unique educational:product which would be unlike a standardized test.

Detet:Mining the validity and reliability of their product, was., therefore, unimportant

to.them. The remaining, two members did see their goal to be.that of creating a

standardized instruient. To them validity and reliability were:Matters of legitimate

concern. In their dibcussions both groups used words and phrases which are commonly

associated with test construction and measurement procedures; Both groups referred

to the proposed product as "hn instrument," "a measurement tool," and an "evaluation

tool." However, both groups'had strikingly different referents in mind as they used

these terms. The members assumed they had reached consensus on what was to be the

product of the group's work--"an instrument." In fact, they continued their dis-

cussions without realizing.they had not reached consensus at all.

The analysis suggests that other terms were also-used as'if they meant' the

same thing to all of the participants. When some, of the members, suggested that the

1c1
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construct "responsibility" be defined in " d ational" rather than in "psychological"

terms, it was assumed that placing. "educations " on the'oppiAite end of the continuum
from "psychological" automatically defined the ,form their "instrument" would take.

One member formulated a definition of the concept of-"responsibility," however, the

members did not spend sufficient time refining that definition so that'it would

guide their "instrument" cons ruction efforts. The members used phrases such as, 4

"open classroom" and "tradition 1 classroom" without paying much attention to the

possibility that personal definitions of these terms may have differed. In short,

the members used phrases and concepts which were not "primitive terms" (Zetterberg,

1965). Rather, key terms were variously defined by the members. Because the members

thought they held common definitions, they did not feel it was necessary to establibh

concrete definitions. Their failure to define these concepts hindered their ability

to realize that their personal meanings often differed. As Ichheiser (1949) suggests,

the participants did not understand that they did not understand; and, therefore,

they made errors in interpreting what each' other said.

Absence of Task Holding Mechanisms. In participatory groups leadership roles are
di ed among various members of the group rather than embodied in one per-son

(Benne and Sheats, 1948; Horowitz and Perlmutter, 1970). The members of the OEEG

did not select a chairperson, but neither did they accept those responsibilities

usually designated to the chairperson--initiating
structure, soliciting contributions

to the discussions, providing clarification and summaries of member contributions

and testing for a sense of the members' positions on various .issues. Teafiher A

reveals her frustration over the failure of thevrticipants to fulfill these roles:

I think that one of the things that I am frustrated' with 4s we may each
be leaders out in our own spheres, but when we get together none of us
takes that role and keeps us to task. (Transcript 2/22, p. 29)

One might expect'that the three administrators in the group would have assumed

the chairperson functions. They did not, however. They were committed to the

egalitarian spirit of participStory decision making and made conscious efforts not to

19
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be perceiNClas en admiiistiator as as the administrative chairperson ot the group.

The teacher members of the grOupkhad difficulty assuming these functions because

severalrof the other members did not tend to follow their attempts to initiate

structure. (The reasons for this failure are. suggested in the final section on

"Hierarchical Differentiation.")i

Other task holding mechanisms were absent or ineffectively utilized by the

group. 'As a general rule the members did. not devise effe4ivet.agendas for their

meetings. Also, they were not attentive the time deadlines specified in the

original proposs1. In brief, those mechanisms (i.e., chairperson, agendas, time

deadlines) which in other grOups tend to facilitate focused attention on the task

and which tend to encourage the members to resolve various issues were' for all

practical purposes absent from the OEEG. This absence tended to increase the

informality of the group meetinga,and to decrease the emphasis on concrete decision

making.

Hierarchical Differentiation

Three reservations are raised about bringing people from different hierarchical

levels together to work on a"task: 1) it is difficult for subordinates to oppose

the judgment of persons with higher forMal status; 2) subordinates are less willing

to voice th5if ideas in the group; 3) a high rate of idea initiation, representing

a competition for respect, is curtailed by the presence of ascribed status differ-

en6es (Blau and Scott, 1962; Bridges, Doyle and Mahan, 1968; Hare, 1962). Because

of the tendency of individuals to defer to or not compete with those og a higher

formal status, subordinates who possess the correct solution to a problem or whose

ideas merit serious consideration may be closed out. Formal authority or position

is not necessarily the equivalent of effective authority. It is assumed, however,

that in a participatory group where there is an emphasis bOth upon freedom of
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expression And upon equal deference being given to the ideas of all participants,.

the withtht correct solution will be allowed eb suggest it and his or.her

suggestion will be given consideration commensurate with the consideration given

19

to the ideas of persons /who possess higher ascribed status (Bennis and Slater,0

1968; Berkowitz, 1965; MAnsbridge, 1973; Miles, 1964; Mills, 1967). The data from

the present study suggest that this equalization does not necessarily take place

when group members utilize participatory strategies.

The members of the OEEG were philosophically committed to the principle. of

equal treatment of ideas whether these ideas emanated from a principal or teacher.

The administrative members of the .group even attempted to lessen the influence which

would be attributed to their ascribed status by essentially refusing to direct the

group (i.e., assume the task maintenance functions). However, the data from the

meetings and interviews indicated that those members who held administrative posi-

tions were generally perceived to be the opinion leaders of the MEG and that the

teacher members seemed to defer to the suggestions of these individuals. Two of, .

the teacher members spoke to this point when they made the following comments:

Leadership in our group always was a function of how we were when we began.
If you werf an administrator, you were a leader. If you were a teacher, yOu
were not a leader. (Teacher D, Second Interview, p. 35)

I didn't push as hard in this group as I have in other groups partly'because
I trusted them [the administrators] sort of automatically because of their
labels Plike Head of Whitworth School and Head of Beechmont School.

. . . I
would automatically presume that they could be the experts or'if they weren't
the experts then that was their tough luck, and I didn't have to jump in there
and lead everybody to some sort of mecca. That was their role because they
had these titles. (Teacher A, Second Interview, p. 3)

That the members' philosophical commitment a working togethef as equals was

not actualized in their behavior can be seen in the sociometric data gathered about

the group members. These data, collected at three different points in the group's

life, suggested not'only that the administrators were perceived to be the.most

influential but they were also reputed t§2bLe the ones whose opinions were valued



most highly by the group members. Observational data also indicated that many of
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the important decisions were made as a,direct'result of°the urging of one or more of
1

the administrators.

4
Upon examination of this dataat might be argued that the admipistrators were

,

generVly more able than:the teachers. This may have been the case. However,

several pieces of data offer the competing explanation that the teachers deferred

to the administrators because of their status positions. Two illustrations are

particularly interesting in light of this hypothesis. During the first several

. monthspf the group's life. one of the teacher members suggested that the group wort

to create a product which would focus on teacher development rather than on assess-
.

log children's affective groWth. During two. meetings in November, two in 'December

and one in January she persisted in verbalizing this desire. ..Her attempts, however,

were unsuccessful; for the group decided to work on developilig an "instrument"

focused on measuring children's growth. Some months later, however, the'same sug-

gestion was posed by one of the administrators. The suggestion met with a guitei

different response--not only was it acted upon enthusiastically, but it was treated

as a new idea. Commenting on a similar situation when the work of two teachers was

essentially ignored by the group members, Teacher D made the following observation:

I thought the'work Teacher A and Teacher C did had little impact on
. . . When they brought it back to the group as a whole, they [the
members] really dropped it. I think it was the whole pecking order'
involVe4 It did not emanate from Administrator A, Administrator B
Administrator C. (Second Interview, p. 23)

;

The effects of status differences has been observed in other studies. Per-
.

haps one of the closest parallels can be seen in Smith and Keith's (1971) study of

the group.
growl
thing
or

an innovative elementary school and the attempts of the faculty and administration

to implement a democratic decision making structure. The researchers found that

in spite of what the formal policy stated and regardless of the "group process"

line spoken by the principal, the principal continued to retain administrative
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control. As Smith and Keith stated, "the principal is principal" (p.44). In,
%'s----,another study, Bass (1965) focused upon the relationship between the status and

influence of managers attending a management training institute away from their
.

place of work. No group leaders were appointed, and.no member was placed in a group
12.with his immediate superior. However, status in the company appagred to determine

athe amount of influence possessed by'indiviguals in the group. And finally, reviewing

several pieces of literature which suggest t administrators gain more power under

conditions of participatory decisia malfing "n under conditions where an aciminis-

trator'serves gisAhe leader of the group, Alutto and Belasco (1974.make the

following statement:

*.
;;; .by allowing subordinates to Rlifticipate in decision making, sUperi s gain

influence over .the,actions Of4odividual role performers. As a pa ticipation
ffanAise ia.extended and superiors relinquish complete control over decisions
.they gain b

4th increased certainty concerning the actions of their subordinates
(encouragi commitment through involvement) and increased influence over a
widespread sot of decisional issues (gaining in, the legitimate exercise ofauthority). (p. 117)

, In summary, participatory ecision making has been 'viewed as a style of working
4

through which the status differenc s among the participants are reduced so that

persons of various status positions,are able to work ther as equals. Contrary 1
4

to this view of participatory decision making, the data from the MEG and from

other case studies suggest that hierarchi

41)

al differentiation may'pose serious impedi-

ments to the successful adoption of a'pahicipatory,decision
making style. The

ideas of members may not/be treated w11x,equal deference because of the status

differences between individual members:"In fact, somrresearchers suggest that

.

(the part cipation process proVides the higher status group members with.more oppor-

tunities to use their power, with the result that their influence on those with less

status actually increases.

23
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SeVeral researchers have suggested the use of participatory strategies_in

groups gaged.in creative problem solving.or those attempting to develop inno7:

vations. In)some groups the use of participatory strategies may faciigtate:the

ability of the group members to -create "better" Innovations and to implement their

prOdwts.with greater easgr The analysis of,the Open Education Evaluation Group

suggests tbat,th'ere may be ai.important difference between t1 des&re of the

members to use these strategies and their ability to use them effectively. The

members of the OEEG tried to use participatory strategies as they attempted to

develop an innovative assessment product. After fifteen months of working,.they
'so

failed in their. task. The analysis suggested they encouseveral difficulties

in making participatory strategies workable in the group. Some of .the problems

experienced by.thrOEEG may have been'caused by factors which were idiosyncratic

to that group. Other problems; however, may stem from assumptions. about participa-
.D

tory decision making Which are not universally applicable to problem solving groups.

Some of these assumptions have been examined in this pfesentation.

First, those whd suggest that locally based practitioners develop innovations

0assume that these individuals possess the requisite skilla
, to accomplish the task--

that, for exatple,-practical experience in teaching and in school administration

would prepare educators to develop innovations and to solve plignblems in areas

where, the practitioners have little or no lormal training. The OEEG members, it

has been argued, did not possess the skills to

may have similar skill deficiencies.

accomplish their task.' Other groups

4
SecOnd,participatory decision making advocates argue that grouk p members col-

lectively will perform the functions normally assumed by the chairperson. The .

Nom.0

isa
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Snalysis.of the MEG. stiggest7 thattshatefLresponsibi may be in4ex-pretdby-t
..,

...,..
,

.

group participants to mean that410.one has the responsibility to attend' to tk
,; 3,..,,,,,

. ..
.'

. , ., ;,.,,t=4
. ,

.

,
. :

,maintenance functions. To .the extent:that the participantS.igpiore 'these fUndtions,- 4 -

decision mhkinebecomeisiiriCieasinilay difficult. Establishing closure through ...,

consensus particularly is hindered when no one list:dimes responsibility for requesting
. '

,ease of the particiPanid'opitions on an issue. Agenda items are easily ignored

or avoided if n6 one focuses the group's attention on these topics:

Third, the attempted fulfillment of self-Oriented nees s can interfere with

task accomplishment in & group. In the OEEG the members' concern: for affiliative

relationships appeared to impede the group's ability to.reach product goals. Such

behavior patterns-as avoiding conflict, not completing homework asst ents, and

voicing more commitment to the "group as a group" than to the group s a committee

with a task to accomplish tended to interfere with the members' ability to achieve

task completion.

Fourth, social theorists hair uggested the feasibility of. haviRg individuals

with different ascribed status positio s work together as equals in task groups.

However, the data both from the OE meetings and from other case studies suggest

that those with higher ascribed'satus have substantial influencein the.group and

are generally deferred to by those of lowerascribed status.' Thid evidence would

appear to suggest that' it. is importarit'for he members of a group to recognize

the problems which may be involved in.havipg persons frpm different levels of the

hierarchy wo k,together. It cannot be issumedthat'everyone's ideas will be treated

equally, and the participants would be well advised to institute processes which

will better enable them to deal with ascribed status, differences.
r
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